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33. Closure.preserving Covers and a’products

By J. C. SMITH*) and R. TELG/i.RSKY**)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANA(A, M. J.A., April 13, 1987)

Introduction. Recently a number of important results have been
obtained concerning properties of spaces which have closure-preserving
(c.p.) covers by "nice" (finite, compact, etc.) sets. In particular, if a space
X has a c.p. cover by compact sets, then X is metacompact [4, 8]. The
reader is referred to [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] for other.results.

In 1959, H. H. Corson [2] showed that X-products and a-products played
an important role in the study of a number of topological properties and
as one result, obtained the following"

Theorem 1. If X is the a-product of separable metric spaces Xt,t e T,
then X is Lindel6f.

In this paper we study the a-product of spaces which have c.p. covers
by "nice" sets and obtain results analogous to Theorem 1 above. The reader
is referred to [1, 5, 13] for other results of this kind. All spaces will be
Hausdorff.

Definition. Let {Xt :re T} be a family of topological spaces and
P--(Pt) e Xt. The a-product of Xt, t e T, having base point p, is defined
by X= {x e l-I x :l{t e T: Xt=/=pt)l<.o}.

Note that X is a dense subset of V[ X. In [3] the notion of an ideal of
closed subsets was introduced.

Definition. A family fl of closed subsets of a topological spaces X is
an ideal of closed sets if,

(i) for every finite fl’, ’ e cg and
(ii) if J e v6 and J’ is a closed subset of J, then J’ e .
Definition. A closure-preserving (c.p.) cover c of a space X is

special if X has a point finite open cover cU satisfying, for every F e and
x e F, there exists some U e cU such that x e U and U F=.

Properties of spaces having special c.p. -covers are also studied in
[3]. For simplicity we will consider the ideal 5’ of closed compact sets.
The results obtained herein are also true for any ideal of closed sets which
is also finitely productive. The proofs for these ideals follow in an analo-
gous fashion and hence are omitted.

Main Results.
Theorem 2. Let X be the a-product of spaces Xt, t e T, where each
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Xt has a c.p. cover by compact sets. Then X has a c.p. cover by compact
sets.

Proof. Let t denote a c.p. cover of Xt by compact sets for each t e T
and let p be a fixed point of X. Define -- { I-[ (Ft U {pt}) Ft e t U (},
l{t e T: Ft:/:}l0, t e T}. We assert that is a c.p. cover of X by com-
pact sets. It is easy to see that covers X and that each member of is
compact.

Now let qt:/:’___9 and x e X- U ’. Define T(x)={t e T xt:/:pt} so that
T(x) is finite. Since p e ’, T(x):/:. For each F e ’, x e F so that there
exists some t(F) e T(x) such that xt(.) e Ft(F). Now or each s e T(x), define

Us-Xs- {F, :s-t(F) for some F e ’}, so that U, is open in X and con-
tains x,. Define U--I-[ Ut where Ut-X for te T(x). It is easy to see
that x e U and U ( ’)=. Therefore is the desired c.p. cover of X.

Remark. Yakovlev [13] has shown that the a-product of compact
metric spaces has a c.p. cover by compact metric spaces.

Theorem :. Let X be the a-product of spaces Xt, t e T, such tha
each Xt has a special c.p. cover by compact sets. Then X has a special
c.p. cover by compact sets.

Proof. The proof ollows in the same fashion as that for Theorem 2
above with the ollowing modification. For each t e T, let cUt={U(t, s):
s e St} be a point finite open cover of Xt which is associated with t above.
Define

V(t, 8)=(x e X: x e U(t, 8)-(pt}} and
c-- (X} U {V(t, s) s e St, t e T}.

It is easy to verify that c(? is a point finite open cover of X. Define
as in Theorem 2 above. For =/=’___ and x e Y ’, we can construct
V e c(? (as in Theorem 2) so that x e V and V (Y ’)=. Therefore X has
a special c.p. cover by compact sets.

The next result is analogous to Theorem 1 above.
Theorem 4. Let X be the a-product of spaces X, t e T, where each

X is Lindel6f and has a c.p. cover by compact sets. Then X is Lindel6f.
Proof. Let T(x)--(teT:x=/=p} as before. Note that x=.UY,

where Y--(x e X IT(x) l<n}. Moreover, each Y is the continuous image
of a closed subset E of Z--Y... Y (n times). Indeed, put

En--Zn-U U U (Z e Zn z,t :=/=: z,t),
ji

and define f E-.Y by f(z)-= y, where y-- z, if t e T(z) for some i<n
and y--p otherwise. It remains to show that Z is LindelSf or any n.
First, we shall show that Z--Y is a LindelSf space. Let U be an open
set in Y containing p. Then there are open sets U,, .., Ut in X,, ., Xt
respectively so that

p e {y e Y1 Ytl e Utl, ", Yt e Vt}c V.
HenceY UcU=I {y e YI Yt e Xt--Vt}.

Therefore, Y--U is a closed subset of the finite union o LindelS sets,
and hence is LindelSf. By a similar argument, the LindelSf property of
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Zn follows by induction.
Remark. Arhangel’skit and RanSin [1] have shown that the a-product

of a-compact spaces is a-compact and hence LindelSf.
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